Quarter vehicle model is the simplest representation of a vehicle that belongs to lumpedmass vehicle models. It is widely used in vehicle and suspension analyses, particularly those related to ride dynamics. However, as much as its common adoption, it is also commonly accepted without quantification that this model is not as accurate as many higherdegree-of-freedom models due to its simplicity and limited degrees of freedom. This study investigates the trade-off between simplicity and accuracy within the context of quarter vehicle model by determining the effect of adding various modeling details on model accuracy. In the study, road input detail, tire detail, suspension stiffness detail and suspension damping detail were factored in, and several enhanced models were compared to the base model to assess the significance of these details. The results clearly indicated that these details do have effect on simulated vehicle response, but to various extents. In particular, road input detail and suspension damping detail have the most significance and are worth being added to quarter vehicle model, as the inclusion of these details changed the response quite fundamentally. Overall, when it comes to lumped-mass vehicle modeling, it is reasonable to say that model accuracy depends not just on the number of degrees of freedom employed, but also on the contributions from various modeling details.
Introduction
It is probably known that virtual development has become an integral part in vehicle development process due to the shortening of product life cycle in the automotive industry. Be it in the development of conventional vehicles or even in the research of state-of-the-art vehicle technologies like electric vehicle and hybrid electric vehicle [1] [2] [3] , virtual development through simulation is both time and cost effective compared to physical prototype testing as it allows fine-tuning and optimization of a vehicle to be performed efficiently. For example, an important phase of virtual vehicle development is the simulation of vehicle dynamics to achieve optimum ride and handling performances. Obviously, such simulation requires an accurate a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 representation of the vehicle, often called vehicle model, for meaningful result analysis and interpretation.
There are a number of vehicle models that are meant for vehicle dynamic simulation [4] [5] [6] , covering a range of model complexities and degrees of freedom (DOFs). However, it is safe to say that all these originate from two major classifications based on modeling approach. Generally, there are two types of vehicle modeling: the first type considers a vehicle to consist of detailed individual rigid bodies that connect with one another kinematically or dynamically to form a detailed assembly equivalent to the entire vehicle system. Such models are called multibody models. Meanwhile, the second type of modeling considers various parts of the vehicle as lumped masses and thus considers only the essential DOFs associated with the few lumped masses, such as vehicle body and wheels. These models are logically named lumped-mass vehicle models. Conventionally, multi-body modeling is seen to be capable of predicting the actual vehicle response accurately. In fact, many have employed multi-body models in their studies [7] [8] [9] and have demonstrated good correlation between simulated and actual responses during model validation. On the contrary, lumped-mass vehicle models are typically regarded as being less accurate than multi-body models. To give an example, Na and Yoo [10] argued that lumped-mass models are not adequate for dynamic analysis as the various vehicle sub-systems are regarded as lumped rigid parts for model simplification, and this does not accurately express the forces acting on vehicle body and wheels.
Of the many lumped-mass vehicle models, quarter vehicle model is the most basic representation of a vehicle as it consists of only two DOFs, namely sprung and unsprung mass motions. However, the scenario for quarter vehicle model is an interesting one: on one hand, this model is widely used in researches involving vehicle and suspension analyses, particularly those related to vertical vehicle dynamics or ride dynamics. This is mainly due to model simplicity [11] . On the other hand, its accuracy, or rather the lack of it, is also brought up as a major opposing view, also because of the same simplification in modeling where many features are not represented due to the limited DOFs. In fact, this concern on accuracy is often accepted, often without further investigation or quantification. So this interesting situation brings up a few questions worth pondering: (i) what is the limit of a quarter vehicle model? Specifically, can the accuracy of this model be stretched while retaining the same DOFs, for instance through refinement in modeling details? Extending from this, a more important question is: (ii) what is the significance of these modeling details? Are they worth the inclusion in, or exclusion from, a quarter vehicle model? Considering the vast adoption of quarter vehicle model in vehicle dynamic study, these are definitely worth answering.
This study provides some clarifications by focusing on the effect of adding various non-DOF-related modeling details on the vehicle response. In the study, four modeling details applicable to quarter vehicle model, namely road input detail, tire detail, suspension stiffness detail and suspension damping detail were identified and investigated. These acted as refinements to the otherwise linear and basic quarter vehicle model, and several enhanced models were compared to the base model through simulated responses. It was found that certain modeling details, like the road input detail and the suspension damping detail, are worth adding for improved accuracy, while others are not. These will be elaborated in the sections that follow.
lumped-mass approach in quarter vehicle modeling implies that there are only two inertial components which are the sprung mass and the unsprung mass, consistent to the two DOFs stated earlier. For a quarter vehicle model, the sprung mass represents loosely the quarter mass of vehicle body which includes all parts supported by the suspension system. Meanwhile, the unsprung mass comprises the masses of all parts of a single wheel station that are acted by the suspension. Due to the two DOFs, a typical lumped-mass quarter vehicle model is basically capable of representing the body bounce and wheel hop modes of movement of a vehicle. Mathematically, these motions can be described by the two equations of motion (Eqs (1) and (2)) which can be derived from the schematic model shown in Fig 1 .
in which m s , m u are the sprung and unsprung mass values, z s , z u are the vertical sprung and unsprung mass displacements that represent the DOFs, their derivatives are the corresponding velocities and accelerations, z g is the vertical road input displacement, while k, c, k t are the dynamical representations of the system, namely suspension stiffness, suspension damping and vertical tire stiffness. The dynamical components of a quarter vehicle model are typically simplified, or linearized in this context: suspension stiffness is usually represented by linear or constant spring rate, suspension damping is usually treated as being linearly proportional to velocity, and the tire representation is usually assumed to have point contact with linear vertical stiffness but negligible damping. In general, this simplistic, lumped-mass, linear quarter vehicle model is the variant that is most widely used in vehicle-related studies.
The two-DOF quarter vehicle model has numerous applications. It is mostly used to study vertical vehicle dynamics, especially due to ground excitation which is the road input. This allows the common performance parameters, such as the root-mean-squared (RMS) sprung mass acceleration, dynamic tire load and suspension travel to be obtained for ride performance evaluation. Considering this, and also due to its fundamental nature, quarter vehicle model often finds its place in studies relevant to fundamental suspension concepts, such as controllable suspensions and a recently introduced new suspension element known as inerter. In fact, many well-known semi-active suspension control strategies, including Skyhook [12] , Groundhook and hybrid strategies [13] were proposed and investigated through this model. It follows that many relevant comparative studies also employed the same model [14] . Similarly, the ride performance benefit of vehicle suspensions with inerter has consistently been proven in various studies [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , all through analysis using quarter vehicle model. In addition, quarter vehicle model has also been employed in vehicle or suspension optimization work as well [20, 21] , although the involvement of lumped-mass vehicle models are sometimes limited to initial or first optimization only. Supportive to this view, Tey et al. [22] , and Tey and Ramli [23] showed that lumped-mass vehicle models are still useful in early suspension optimization as a predictive model to locate a region of interest for the parameters to be optimized before using multi-body models for detailed fine-tuning.
Observing from all the applications above, it appears that the fundamental nature and the implied modeling convenience are the only reasons for the adoption of quarter vehicle model, but in so doing, the issue of modeling accuracy has to be tolerated or dealt with through control methods that are robust to uncertainties. This is the description of current scenario. The truth is, the use of quarter vehicle model in vehicle analyses has always received mixed views. The major supportive view is that this model is used due to model simplicity [11, 20] . According to Georgiou et al. [20] , it is capable of providing qualitatively correct information, especially for ride studies that involve low forcing frequencies. However, on the opposition side, a quarter vehicle model does not contain detailed representations of a vehicle, making the prediction of realistic vehicle response challenging. This gives rise to the concern of model accuracy. To elaborate further, ElMadany and Abduljabbar [24] mentioned that when detailed vehicle motion is required, more elaborate models which take into account of features omitted from this model must be used.
While the lack of accuracy for quarter vehicle model is probably true, this concern is unfortunately often accepted without further explorations. Lumped-mass vehicle models with greater DOFs usually receive decent attention in terms of model accuracy, as demonstrated by various dedicated validation studies [4] [5] [6] . Ironically, such attention is not present for the elementary quarter vehicle model despite its wide adoption. The closest to this is perhaps the study by Maher and Young [25] , in which comparison was done among a linear quarter vehicle model, its corresponding non-linear model and an actual quarter vehicle rig, subjected to narrowband excitation. It was found that a non-linear model produced results that were significantly more accurate than linear model. However, it is observed that the study focused mostly only on the suspension damping characteristic, and inferences on accuracy were based on quarter vehicle rig equipped with physical components. Meanwhile, the current study has a different approach by evaluating the effect of multiple available modeling details for quarter vehicle model on the predicted vehicle response, considering the context of model simulation. This gives an understanding on quarter vehicle model accuracy from a different perspective.
Method of study
In this study, vehicle modeling details are taken to be the test subjects. Although the typical lumped-mass quarter vehicle model is highly simplified to the point that some features simply cannot be incorporated to the model, there are still various areas that can be enhanced by the corresponding modeling details. Referring back to the schematic model in Fig 1, it is immediately recognizable that a quarter vehicle model consists of only a few components, namely the sprung mass, unsprung mass, suspension stiffness, suspension damping, tire representation and, finally, the road displacement input which forms the entire system together with the other model components. For the two inertial components, there is basically no possibility of enhancement without moving to higher-DOF models. Excluding the inertial components, the remaining four components of a quarter vehicle model can all be subjected to enhancements by the incorporation of modeling details. These corresponding details, named in this study as road input detail, tire detail, suspension stiffness detail and suspension damping detail, serve as the subjects for evaluation and are described here.
The first description is related to road input. Among the four modeling details stated above, road input is the only detail that is external to quarter vehicle model. Strictly speaking, road input is not part of the model, but it is definitely part of the entire two-DOF system that is to be simulated. In fact, it is commonly known that there are three elements associated with a typical vehicle dynamic simulation, with vehicle and road being two of them (the other is the driving maneuver which is not relevant here as quarter vehicle model is meant only for ride or vertical vehicle dynamics). Road input is still included as one of the details, as it is the only direct input to a quarter vehicle system and is logically capable of affecting the output or vehicle response. For this study, a transient input emulating the scenario of a vehicle being driven across a bump was chosen as the road input. The most elementary but commonly used representation of this scenario is the step profile which was used in the base quarter vehicle model for reference. A possible enhancement can be achieved through the use of ramp profile as the road input detail. This detail is a much more realistic representation of a bump as it is highly reminiscent of an actual trapezoidal-shaped bump. For further illustration, the exact mathematical representation of both road profiles used in this study are shown in Fig 2. Meanwhile, for tire component, the usual modeling approach for a typical linear quarter vehicle model is to represent the vertical tire property by linear tire stiffness, assuming constant point contact with the road and also without tire damping. This formed the basis of tire modeling for the base model in this study for comparison with the enhancement. The tire detail is in the form of the addition of linear tire damping alongside the existing tire stiffness, similarly with constant point contact assumption. Actually, more involved vertical tire modeling using non-linear tire properties can possibly be added as part of the detail; however, the presence of tire damping in a quarter vehicle model is put into focus here as the expectation is that tire damping should have direct influence on vehicle response, particularly the unsprung mass response. In fact, tire damping is a subject that has received mixed views, with study that goes for its inclusion in vehicle modeling and study that mentions its insignificance [25] . Considering its vague status in vehicle modeling, it is interesting to treat this as the detail for investigation.
Finally, for suspension modeling of a quarter vehicle model, the suspension details consist of these two: the stiffness detail and the damping detail. These are seen as two separate details in this study. For suspension stiffness, the base model employed the common approach of using linear or constant stiffness value as the representation, while the enhanced model adopted stiffness detail in the form of non-linearity of the overall suspension stiffness contributed by the inclusion of suspension bushing property. In reality, the property of a physical suspension spring is generally linear, and the basic modeling approach of using linear stiffness value (constant spring rate) is probably sufficiently close. Consequently, instead of focusing on the rather insignificant non-linearity of the suspension spring, the overall non-linear stiffness due to inclusion of bump-stop and rebound-stop definitions was taken as the suspension stiffness detail. For clarity, the exact stiffness profiles adopted in the study are shown in Fig 3a. In contrast, for suspension damping, a physical viscous damper used in vehicle suspension contains inherent non-linear property that is very different from the linear damping approximation used in a typical quarter vehicle model. Therefore, while the base model employed linearized damping for reference purpose, the enhanced model considered damping detail incorporating non-linear damping property which was defined numerically using lookup table representation with linear interpolation and extrapolation. Similar to suspension stiffness, the exact damping profiles adopted in the study are shown in Fig 3b. With four modeling details in mind, the effect as well as the significance of these details on vehicle response can primarily be evaluated in the study by comparing between the base quarter vehicle model and several enhanced models with the addition of each detail individually. However, to ensure comprehensiveness, the study considered all possible cases involving single and combined addition of details. Following basic factorial design, with four factors to be investigated (modeling details) and each consisting of two states (with or without the inclusion of detail), a total of 16 combinations were possible for analysis. These possible cases, together with the description of the states of various modeling details, are summarized and stated in Table 1 .
As observed from Table 1 , case 1 represents the base model with the exclusion of all the stated modeling details and serves as the starting point for detail addition, while cases 2 to 5 represent the four different enhanced models due to the inclusion of each modeling detail individually. With case 1 as the reference, the vehicle responses for cases 2 to 5 basically allow for determination of the effect of each detail. Meanwhile, cases 6 to 11 represent the combined and simultaneous addition of modeling details, and cases 12 to 15 can be interpreted reversely as having the omission of each detail from the fully enhanced model (case 16) in which all four details were present. Taking case 16 as the reference, by reverse deduction, cases 12 to 15 allow for determination of the accuracy contribution and the significance of each detail, with the core assumption in this study being that the closer a mathematical vehicle model is to the physical representation, the more accurate the predicted response will be. In the study, the vehicle parameter values were extracted from the specifications of a generic vehicle available from a commercial vehicle simulation software. The vehicle data set refers to a general mid-sized passenger vehicle which can be treated as the typical vehicle representation in most situations. The parameter values relevant to quarter vehicle model are listed in Table 2 . Some of these, such as the suspension stiffnesses and linear tire properties, were adopted directly from the vehicle data set. Conversely, some other parameter values had to be derived from the source data set. For example, the front and rear sprung mass values for use in quarter vehicle model were reduced from the full vehicle body, considering left-right symmetry and the equivalent moment about the vehicle's center of mass. Meanwhile, the front and rear damping rates in Table 2 were the result of linearization from the original non-linear damping profiles as in Fig 3b. For completeness of the result analysis, both front and rear quarter vehicle parameter values were adopted in the various cases described in Table 1 . It should be noted that each of the cases is a complete and standalone simulation system as it already comprises the model and the input. Therefore, all the 16 possible cases were solved numerically using mathematical software, namely MATLAB 1 / Simulink
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, to obtain 16 sets of vehicle response for subsequent analysis.
Analysis of simulated vehicle responses
After the completion of computation for all cases, the generated results were compiled for comparative analysis here. Results are in the form of vehicle response in time domain for front and rear quarter vehicle models. As a quarter vehicle model comprises two DOFs only, both sprung and unsprung mass responses are used as the basis for the few comparisons first mentioned in the preceding section. Apart from qualitative evaluation, comparisons are also made quantitatively by considering some derived result parameters. Considering the transient nature of the responses, particularly for sprung mass, several transient response parameters, namely rise time, peak time, maximum fractional overshoot and settling time are considered in the comparisons. In addition, three RMS result parameters commonly used for suspension performance evaluation in a typical study involving quarter vehicle model, namely RMS sprung mass acceleration, RMS dynamic tire load and RMS suspension travel, are also considered. The resulted data is presented in Table 3 for front quarter vehicle model and Table 4 for rear quarter vehicle model.
Evaluation based on individual detail
The first comparison involves the cases associated with the addition of individual modeling detail to the base quarter vehicle model, namely case 2 (road input detail), case 3 (tire detail), case 4 (suspension stiffness detail) and case 5 (suspension damping detail). By treating case 1 (base model, no detail added) as the reference, this comparison provides information regarding the effect brought by the inclusion of each of these modeling details. Fig 4 shows the front and rear, sprung and unsprung mass responses for the relevant cases, while the derived differences in result parameters for these cases are shown as Table 5 .
Judging from the responses shown in Fig 4, the effects due to these details are observable. To begin, the addition of road input detail to the base model produces notable changes to the vehicle response (case 2): the rise time is obviously longer, and the maximum overshoot is also lower compared to that of the reference (case 1). This is particularly true for the unsprung mass response. Additionally, from the numerical results in Table 5 , all three RMS result parameters are much lower as well. Specifically, the RMS sprung mass acceleration, RMS dynamic tire load and RMS suspension travel are reduced by 90%, 92% and 70% respectively. These changes in vehicle response can logically be explained from the perspective of road input representations used in this study.
Step input, although simple, is only a crude representation of a road bump. The unrealistic sudden increase in road displacement translates to unrealistically high impact experienced by both sprung and unsprung masses. On the other hand, ramp input causes significantly less impact which is more realistic, hence the gentler vehicle response and the lower RMS result parameters. Basically, moving from step profile to ramp profile as road input detail changes the responses quite fundamentally. While it is clear that road input detail has an effect on the simulated vehicle response, the same cannot be said for tire detail. With the inclusion of tire damping alongside tire stiffness, the effect due to tire detail is insignificant, at least for the sprung mass. Referring to the same figure, the sprung mass response (case 3) is almost identical to the reference (case 1). The effect due to tire damping is actually present in the unsprung mass, as can be seen from the huge increase in RMS dynamic tire load (185% in Table 5 ) which is a parameter indirectly related to unsprung mass response. However, the huge effect is more of a contribution from the use of step road input than the inclusion of tire damping. This is because the vertical tire force, specifically the tire damping force, is extremely large during the initiation of simulation when using step road input as the sudden increase in road displacement causes a very high relative velocity between the road and the unsprung mass. In short, the effect of tire detail is rather inconclusive at this point and has to be observed together with the presence of road detail. This will be elaborated shortly in the next section.
Meanwhile, the effect of having suspension stiffness detail is a mixed one. For instance, the rear sprung mass response (case 4) is almost identical to the reference (case 1), but the front sprung mass response exhibits visible difference, judging from the increased overshoot (Fig 4) and also RMS sprung mass acceleration (203% in Table 5 ). This is mainly due to the different bump-stop and rebound-stop definitions for front and rear quarter vehicle models, especially the limits of suspension movement. In fact, the effect of having suspension stiffness detail is conditional, since it depends on the combination of suspension movement limit determined by the stops and the extremity of road input which affects the suspension travel. This is very logical, because if the suspension travel does not exceed the limit, then the added detail (definition of the stops) will not change the vehicle response at all. Therefore, it can be said here that suspension stiffness detail does have a noticeable effect, but only when the suspension travel is very large. To be realistic, similar to the case of tire damping, the effect of non-linear suspension stiffness should also be observed with road detail present, although this time it is not a necessity.
Finally, for suspension damping detail, the effect of having non-linear damping is comparable to that achieved by road input detail, as the use of non-linear damping can possibly change the fundamental characteristic of the responses. To illustrate, the rear sprung mass response (case 5) belongs to the over-damping response type, with no overshoot and extremely long rise time which are very different from the reference (case 1). For the front sprung mass, the under-damping response characteristic remains, but the response still exhibits lower overshoot with a much shorter settling time that hints at a much higher damping effect than the reference. The different front and rear response characteristics due to different damping profiles make it difficult to generalize the effect of suspension damping detail to a common trend. However, it can still be said that these observations have good correspondence with the general non-linear damping profile, with very high damping within the initial range of working velocity and much lower damping beyond that (Fig 3b) . It is this very high initial damping that gives the highly under-damped, or even over-damped, response for sprung mass. In contrast, the reference has linear damping representation which is constant throughout the entire range of working velocity and produces an averaged damping effect. As a final note, it is also worth mentioning that unlike tire damping and non-linear suspension stiffness, the effect brought by non-linear suspension damping is consistent regardless of the types of road input.
Evaluation based on selected combined details
As already mentioned, the effects due to the inclusion of tire damping and non-linear suspension stiffness are largely influenced by the types of road input, and they are probably better evaluated also with the much more realistic ramp road input apart from step road input. This calls for the second comparison which is among some selected cases with combined addition of modeling details. Specifically, cases 6 and 7 are put into focus in this comparison as they refer to the situations of having tire detail and suspension stiffness detail respectively, both with road input detail simultaneously. For meaningful comparison, case 2, with only road input detail present, is now the reference. The relevant results are displayed in the form of derived result parameters (Table 6 ) instead of the original vehicle response due to closeness among the responses. In addition, similar comparison of results from the preceding section (cases 3 and 4 to case 1) are repeated here in Table 6 to aid evaluation.
The result parameter values in Table 6 indicate that for both cases 6 and 7, the vehicle responses are actually near identical to the reference (case 2). This is applicable to front and rear, sprung and unsprung mass responses. Here, it can be seen that the effect of having tire damping is actually small, with less than one percentage difference for most result parameters (case 6). The RMS dynamic tire load remains the result parameter with the largest difference, but the difference is significantly smaller compared to the huge percentage difference in the previous comparison. Considering also that tire damping is generally much less than suspension damping, the usual practice of ignoring tire damping in quarter vehicle modeling seems acceptable as long as the road representation is sufficiently close to the reality. For non-linear suspension stiffness, the differences for all result parameters are even reduced to zero percentage (case 7), technically implying that the responses are identical to the reference (case 2). The same justification as described in previous comparison applies: with the realistic ramp input, the resulted suspension travel also becomes realistic and smaller; in the simulation, the small suspension travel never exceeds the limit, giving no effect at all. In other words, although in the previous comparison the effect due to non-linear suspension stiffness is noticeable, in reality this detail does not affect the response much.
Significance of each modeling detail
So far, the comparisons carried out have proven that the various modeling details do have effects on the response of a quarter vehicle model, although their magnitudes vary. However, strictly speaking, the analysis up to this point is limited to the quantification of the effect, and little is known regarding the portion of model accuracy contributed by these details. In this section, a comparison that is complementary to the previous ones is made in an attempt to determine the contribution of accuracy made by each of the four modeling details. This is carried out from a different perspective by using reverse deduction, that is, how much the response deviates from reference (most detailed representation) when each detail is taken away, obviously with the core assumption that the closer a model is to the physical representation, the more accurate the response will be. Consequently, this comparison involves cases 12, 13, 14 and 15 as they can be reversely interpreted as having the suspension damping detail, suspension stiffness detail, tire detail and road input detail omitted from the fully-featured model in case 16 which serves as the reference here. The vehicle responses for the said cases are shown in Fig 5, while the accuracy contributions are deduced from the differences in result parameter values stated in Table 7 . Based on the percentage differences of the result parameters, it is very clear that road input detail contributes most to the accuracy of the sprung and unsprung mass responses. In qualitative terms, with the removal of road input detail, the unsprung mass response is much sharper due to the harsh step road input, while the sprung mass response can have different characteristics depending on the front and rear non-linear damping profiles. Overall, the change in responses (case 15) relative to the reference (case 16) is of similar magnitude to the corresponding observation in earlier section 'Evaluation based on individual detail', so the finding here is basically consistent to the information from previous comparisons. By switching between the basic step road input and the refined ramp road input, the change in vehicle response remains fundamental regardless of the influences from other modeling details.
The second largest model accuracy is contributed by the suspension damping detail, judging from the overall solid percentage differences stated in Table 7 . Consistently, as seen from Fig 5, for unsprung mass response (case 12) , the variation from the reference (case 16) exists, but is not very prominent. For sprung mass response, however, the variation is visible. Furthermore, in this comparison, a general trend can be observed: with the removal of suspension damping detail, there is an effect of lower damping based on greater response overshoot and longer settling time. This is reversely in agreement to the relevant observation in earlier section 'Evaluation based on individual detail' and can be similarly attributed to the difference between non-linear and linear damping characteristics discussed earlier. However, relative to the first comparison (Fig 4 as well as Table 5 ), the effect due to suspension damping detail becomes smaller here. This makes suspension damping detail less significant than the road input detail.
Meanwhile, both tire detail and suspension stiffness detail seem to contribute very little to the accuracy of vehicle response. For example, the omission of tire damping records only single-digit percentage differences for all evaluated result parameters (Table 7) . Graphically, the responses (case 14), especially sprung mass response, almost coincide with the reference (case 16). This is consistent to the previous comparisons in earlier sections 'Evaluation based on individual detail' and 'Evaluation based on selected combined details'. Based on all the observations, the most that can be said regarding tire detail is that this detail only shows observable effect on the unsprung mass response, particularly in the form of increased RMS dynamic tire load, but even so it is still only by single-digit percentage. Thus, the contribution due to tire damping as the tire detail is very limited. Finally, the suspension stiffness detail (case 13) does not even contribute anything compared to the reference (case 16) judging from the zero percentage difference across all result parameters. The same justification as in preceding section 'Evaluation based on selected combined details' applies. So, for a fully-featured quarter vehicle model, unless the extremity of road input is very high, the modeling of bump-stop and rebound-stop for non-linear stiffness representation does not play a role in determining the overall response accuracy.
At this point it is worth to make an overall evaluation. The importance or significance of a modeling detail is basically constituted by the magnitude of the effect brought by the detail as well as the accuracy contribution from it. Inferring from the outcomes of various comparisons up to this point, it can be said that road input is the most significant detail to a quarter vehicle model, as its presence changes the vehicle response very fundamentally and makes the greatest difference in terms of accuracy. Road input aside, suspension damping detail is also of similar significance as the detailed non-linear damping representation is capable of giving vastly different response characteristics, and this is both notable and consistent. Conversely, on the other side of thing, suspension stiffness detail and tire detail are much less significant when quarter vehicle model is concerned. The former's presence, although capable of making a difference to the response, is only felt conditionally. More often than not, it gives no contribution to accuracy. Lastly, the latter, in the form of the addition of tire damping, is also very insignificant to quarter vehicle modeling as its presence has little effect and accuracy contribution, especially for sprung mass response which is usually the focus for ride-related studies employing this model. Together, these inferences give knowledge on significance to allow more informed decision to be made between the inclusion and exclusion of a particular detail in quarter vehicle modeling.
Further assessments and discussions
In this section, additional evaluations are carried out regarding possible incremental modeling detail addition, as well as possible further refinements to the modeling details already introduced. For the former, the suspension damping detail is put into focus because it is acknowledged that there are many intermediate states between the linear and fully non-linear damping that are also commonly adopted, including the linear but asymmetrical damping (also called bi-linear damping) and the more involved piece-wise function modeling approach which are definitely worth being evaluated.
For this further evaluation, the comparison is made among several suspension damping representations with increasing refinement. In total, four representations are considered: while the basic linear damping and the fully non-linear damping considering lookup table approach have already been introduced, two other damping representations, namely linear but asymmetrical damping and the two-piece, piece-wise damping modeling are considered here. These are the intermediate states that sit between linear and non-linear damping. For asymmetrical damping, the damping effect can still be seen as linear, but it is a step forward with different damping rates for the jounce and rebound directions. Meanwhile, the piece-wise damping is another step further by approximating the non-linearity of damping profile using two-piece mathematical function for each direction, giving a semi-linear representation closer to the actual non-linearity. To clarify further, these two damping representations, together with the linear and non-linear damping already known, are illustrated in Fig 6 . In this comparison, the two newly introduced damping representations are seen as incremental details and are referred to as cases 17 and 18 which is simply a continuation from the existing nomenclature. Case 17 refers to the addition of asymmetrical representation as the suspension damping detail while case 18 refers to the use of piece-wise modeling as the detail. Consistent to the incremental nature, the comparison is done in a sequential manner, following the order of no damping detail or linear damping (case 1), with asymmetrical damping as detail (case 17), with piece-wise damping representation (case 18) and finally with fully nonlinear damping using lookup table representation as the detail (case 5). Because each is a step superior to the immediate previous one, the accuracy improvement can be determined for each successive incremental detail by evaluating the vehicle responses and the relative percentage differences which take the immediate previous case as the reference. The relevant results are shown in Fig 7 and Table 8 respectively.
As expected, the sprung mass response changes with every incremental damping detail. Basically, it goes towards the direction of higher damping effect with every incremental step, and this is consistently observable for both front and rear responses. Correspondingly, because a quarter vehicle model has only two DOFs, the other mass, namely the unsprung mass, has response that is more oscillatory with the same successive damping detail increment. The justification for these observations is again the same as that described in previous comparisons. The basic linear damping (case 1) is linearized from the original damping profile and has a constant damping rate which is overall less as it averages the non-linearity. The asymmetrical damping (case 17) introduces slightly lower damping rate in jounce direction but notably higher damping rate in rebound direction, which is a more correct representation. For both piece-wise (case 18) and fully non-linear (case 5) representations, because of the division of each direction into two sections with the initial part having much higher damping, they are obviously the most correct representations in this comparison. Therefore, it is not surprising that in a general way, each increment in detail is loosely associated with higher damping effect. The more interesting observation here, however, is how close the vehicle responses are between cases 18 and 5. From Fig 7, the responses for both sprung and unsprung masses are close to overlapping, and from Table 8 the relative percentage differences for all result parameters are of single digit, especially for the front quarter vehicle model which records mostly less than one percentage difference when stepping up from piece-wise representation to fully nonlinear representation. This implies that the piece-wise function modeling approach is already capable of providing accurate representation of damping in a quarter vehicle model simulation. Considering also that this representation is simpler to model than the fully non-linear damping using lookup table, it seems to strike a better balance between accuracy and simplicity concerning quarter vehicle modeling.
Meanwhile, the second evaluation in this section evaluates the possibility of further refinements to the existing modeling details. Of the four modeling details that are present in the fully-featured quarter vehicle model in case 16, the suspension stiffness and suspension damping details, which involve the fully non-linear representations, are basically very well-defined. In contrast, for road input detail and tire detail, there is still some room for further refinement. For road input detail, within the context of transient event involving a vehicle hitting a bump, it is possible to have a closer-to-reality representation by adopting a smooth ramp profile based on sinusoidal definition, as in Fig 8a, instead of the basic ramp profile as used previously. Meanwhile, for tire detail, although the combination of linear tire stiffness and tire damping is typically seen as a comprehensive vertical tire model in the context of vehicle simulation, it is still possible to achieve higher fidelity through non-linear load curve that acts as non-linear tire stiffness representation, as shown in Fig 8b. These two refinements are incorporated in the fully-featured model (as in case 16), and the resulted models are designated as case 19 and case 20. For case 19, the smooth ramp profile is adopted as the road input detail in place of the basic ramp profile; for case 20, the non-linear tire stiffness is adopted alongside tire damping to form the tire detail. Table 9 shows the comparison of responses due to these further detail refinements to the original fully-featured model (case 16).
Judging from the results in Table 9 , the adoption of these two possible further refinements to the fully-featured quarter vehicle model give some further changes to vehicle response. The smooth ramp profile (case 19), although differs only slightly from the basic ramp profile, still results in quite a notable effect on the vehicle response based on the rather solid percentage differences for most of the derived result parameters. This again confirms the significance of road input detail in a quarter vehicle model and the importance of having a fine representation of road input detail for improved model accuracy. Meanwhile, it is observed that the adoption of non-linear tire stiffness (case 20) affects, in particular, the maximum overshoot of the sprung mass response, though not very significantly. This is unlike the incorporation of tire damping in the earlier analysis which is found to affect mainly the RMS dynamic tire load. Consequently, it can be said that different aspects of tire detail in a quarter vehicle model affects different aspects of vehicle response.
Lastly, both cases 19 and 20, together with case 16, are compared against case 1 for an overall evaluation between these group of fully-featured quarter vehicle models (in which all four modeling details are present) and the basic, linear quarter vehicle model. Fig 9 shows such comparison involving two RMS parameters that are commonly used for suspension performance assessment, namely the RMS sprung mass acceleration (ride performance indicator) and RMS dynamic tire load (road holding performance indicator). The comparison shows that the models in cases 16, 19 and 20 are a huge step from that in case 1 with an average of 80% to 90% difference for both RMS parameters. Considering that higher fidelity in modeling results in greater model accuracy, it can be said that a fully-featured quarter vehicle model with all the possible details present is a significant improvement over the typically adopted basic quarter vehicle model. In general, improvement in model accuracy concerning vehicle simulation is desirable because it is expected that such model enhancement will eventually lead to superior vehicle suspension performance. In the design and development of controllable vehicle suspension, such as an active suspension system [26] , the less model uncertainty basically allows better controller parameters to be obtained. It follows that improved performance can be obtained due to an accurate model leading to appropriate selection of control gains [26] . Similarly, the end result of having better, or more optimized, parameters is also applicable to the common passive vehicle suspension. This is because lumped-mass vehicle models can be used in initial optimization to outline a region of interest for suspension parameters prior to final determination of optimum parameters [22, 23] , and a more accurate model gives rise to a narrower or more definite region of interest which improves the possibility of finding the global optimum suspension parameters. This is also true for non-conventional passive vehicle suspensions like the suspension with inerter, in which model enhancement such as the inclusion of suspension damping detail (non-linear damping with much higher damping in the initial region) ensures truly optimum suspension performance with the selection of truly optimized inerter parameter, rather than an apparently optimized parameter by considering only linearized damping (with an averaged, lower damping effect which deviates from actual characteristic).
As a final thought, while it is demonstrated that the inclusion of modeling details leads to improved accuracy in the predicted vehicle response, it is worth to discuss the difference between this and similar accuracy improvement brought by the use of vehicle models with greater DOFs. Basically, the inclusion of various vehicle modeling details increases the fidelity of the model within the same DOFs and brings the model closer to the physical representation. Meanwhile, adopting a vehicle model with greater number of DOFs opens the possibility for more features of a vehicle to be incorporated, which potentially improves the accuracy. These are two different approaches to more accurate vehicle modeling. Therefore, although the inclusion of modeling details does bring improved accuracy, additional DOFs, such as the roll, pitch, bending and torsional motions of the vehicle body, need to be incorporated when vehicle responses related to these motions are concerned. On the other hand, for purely vertical vehicle dynamic analysis or vehicle ride analysis, the use of a fully-featured quarter vehicle model with all the possible modeling details added means that meaningful quantitative vehicle analysis with a simple model becomes viable now.
Conclusion
To sum up, the outcomes of this study have shown that various modeling details associated with a quarter vehicle model simulation do have effect on vehicle response, albeit to different extents. In particular, road detail changes the response fundamentally, damping detail affects the response significantly and consistently, stiffness detail similarly affects the response albeit only conditionally, while tire detail has rather insignificant effect. Interestingly, for non-linear damping modeling, the vehicle response due to piece-wise approximation approach is sufficiently close to fully non-linear representation approach, to the point that the former actually demonstrates a better compromise between significance and modeling convenience. Overall, a fully-enhanced quarter vehicle model with all the details added is a significant improvement compared to the base model. Looking at these outcomes, it is certain that the commonly adopted basic quarter vehicle model still has a lot of untapped potentials. In fact, a better trade-off between model simplicity and model accuracy can be readily achieved through the inclusion of the significant modeling details. Although this study does not reveal anything about the absolute or global accuracy of quarter vehicle model, it does convey an important message: that it is not all about the number of DOFs when it comes to vehicle modeling; it is also about the non-DOF-related details that are equally significant. By quantifying their significance, this study equips researchers the knowledge to decide the inclusion or exclusion of a modeling detail when using quarter vehicle model in their related work. 
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